Ralph Strangis Stakes
$50,000 Guaranteed
(Includes $30,000 from the Mystic Lake Purse Enhancement Fund)
(Plus $5,000 from MBF - Sired and Foaled)

FOR THREE-YEAR-OLDS AND UPWARD WHICH ARE REGISTERED MINNESOTA BREDS
Free nomination by Monday, June 22. $250 to enter; $250 additional to start. Supplemental nominations of $1,000 will be accepted at time of entry which shall include all fees. $50,000 Guaranteed (Includes $30,000 from the Mystic Lake Purse Enhancement Fund) (Plus $5,000 from the Minnesota Breeders Fund for horses Sired & Foaled in Minnesota). Purse monies paid corresponding with purse schedule in the Condition Book. Weights: Three-year-olds - 119 lbs; Older - 124 lbs. Non-winners of a Sweepstakes in 2020 allowed 2 lbs; non-winners of $30,000 in 2020 allowed 4 lbs; $18,000 in 2020 allowed 6 lbs. (Maiden, claiming and starter races not considered in estimating allowances.) Starters to be named through the entry box by the usual time of closing. The maximum field size for the Ralph Strangis Stakes will be determined by rail setting. High weights on the scale will be preferred (Winners Preferred). Total earnings in 2018-2020 will be used in determining the order of preference of horses assigned equal weights. Failure to draw into the race (including MTO entries in the event the race remains on the turf) will cancel all fees. A trophy will be presented to the winning owner. The final purse shall be reduced by the cost of any Out of Competition testing required by the Minnesota Racing Commission as a condition of competing in this race.

**SEVEN AND ONE HALF FURLONGS (TURF)**

TO BE RUN WEDNESDAY, JULY 1, 2020

---

**A P IS LOOSE**
- b.g.9
- Joel Zamzow
- Mac Robertson

**CANARY ISLANDS**
- gr/ro.g.5
- Carlos Ramirez
- Hugo Rodriguez

**CINCO STAR**
- dk b/g.5
- John Mentz
- Mac Robertson

**DAME PLATA**
- gr/ro.g.4
- Ann Sachdev & Lori Bravo
- Francisco Bravo

**DROP OF GOLDEN SUN**
- ch.g.5
- Rengstorf Racing, LLC (Tony Rengstorf)
- Tony Rengstorf

**FIREMAN OSCAR**
- b.g.6
- Peter D. Mattson
- David Van Winkle

**HOT SHOT KID**
- ch.g.6
- Warren L. Bush
- Mac Robertson

**MINNESOTA LUCKY**
- b.g.5
- Peter D. Mattson
- Tim P. Padilla

**MINNESOTA MIRACLE**
- dk b/g.4
- Lothenbach Stables, Inc. (Bob Lothenbach)
- Joel Berndt

**MISTER BANJOMAN**
- dk b/g.4
- Novogratz Racing Stables (Joe Novogratz)
- Mac Robertson

**MR. JAGERMEISTER**
- b.h.5
- Kristin Boice, Leslie Cummings & Valerie Lund
- Valerie Lund

**NOTTE OSCURA**
- b.g.4
- Jeff Drown & Don Rachel
- Gary M. Scherer

**RAY’S ANGEL**
- dk b/g.5
- North Star Stables (Cameron Mahlum et al)
- Michael E. Biehler

**TALENT AND TRICKS**
- dk b/g.4
- Fred C. Pelzer
- Briannah McDaniel

**TWOKO BAY**
- dk b/g.5
- Winchester Place Thoroughbreds, LLC (Lorie Michaels)
- Tony Rengstorf

**WANNAPLAYBIGCHIEF**
- b.g.5
- Empire Racing Stables, LLC (Jason Buliard)
- Robertoino Diodoro

**WHERE’S JORDAN**
- b.g.7
- Virginia Peters
- Virginia Peters

**YEAH YEAH**
- gr/ro.g.4
- Lothenbach Stables, Inc. (Bob Lothenbach)
- Joel Berndt

**ZOE’S DELIGHT**
- dk b/g.4
- Winchester Place Thoroughbreds, LLC (Lorie Michaels)
- Tony Rengstorf

---

**AMBER FONTENOT**
- STAKES COORDINATOR

**ROB JUNK**
- RACING SECRETARY

*CLOSING MONDAY, JUNE 22, 2020 WITH 19 NOMINATIONS*
A P Is Loose

B.G.9 Marquesas-Mizapravar by Stavwart

Owner: Joel Zeszow
Trainer: Midcan Robertson

2020: 0 0 0 0 50 Turf: 26 11 5 7 836,106
2019: 8 1 2 304,158 Off Track: 0 0 5 630,303
9 1 2 344,414 Claiming: 0 0 0 0 630,303

OBY: 0 0 0 0 0

Althoff's City (FR) ($7) / 128F / 1:17.8 / 1:43.2 / 1:13.8 / 1:44.4 / 505-583

Canary Islands

Gr.1/2, s.5 Mizzou Mast-No Lullaby by Brahms

Owner: Carlos Ramirez
Trainer: Hugo Rodriguez

2020: 0 2 0 640 Turf: 3 0 0 0 72,760
2019: 10 1 0 626,000 Off Track: 2 0 0 1 81,000
12 1 0 626,640 Distance: 0 0 0 0 0

OBY: 0 0 0 0 0

Arther's City (FR) ($7) / 129F / 1:16.8 / 1:43.8 / 1:14.2 / 1:44.8 / 515-484

Cinco Star

D.R. g.5 Three Hour Nap-Five Star Son by Five Star Day

Owner: John Murcia
Trainer: Midcan Robertson

2020: 0 0 0 0 63,000 Turf: 1 0 0 1 96,300
2019: 10 2 4 988,990 Off Track: 0 1 0 1 55,500
14 5 8 617,890 Distance: 1 0 0 0 96,300

OBY: 0 0 1 0 0

Hot Shot Kid (FR) ($7) / 129F / 1:14.8 / 1:44.4 / 1:13.8 / 1:44.4 / 505-583

Dame Plata

Gr.4, g.s Cross Traffic-Da's Lucky Lady by Lucky Lion

Owner: Am Sacheda & Lari Bravo
Trainer: Francisco Bravo

2020: 4 2 0 693,315 Turf: 0 0 0 0 320,604
2019: 7 1 2 646,020 Off Track: 3 0 0 1 620,304
14 5 3 1,815,750 Distance: 0 0 0 0 630,304

OBY: 0 0 0 0 0

Dame Platina (FR) ($7) / 129F / 1:17.8 / 1:44.4 / 1:13.8 / 1:44.4 / 505-583

Drop of Golden Sun

Ch. g.5 Melo Boy-Over a Dough by Baron's Gold

Owner: Rensford Racing, LLC (Tony Rensford)
Trainer: Tony Rensford

2020: 0 0 0 0 820,777 Turf: 3 0 0 1 627,112
2019: 10 4 1 817,076 Off Track: 6 0 0 3 630,305
17 5 1 1,164,242 Distance: 0 0 0 0 830,000

OBY: 0 0 0 0 0

Drop of Golden Sun ($7) / 130F / 1:18.8 / 1:44.8 / 1:13.8 / 1:44.8 / 505-583

Stakes Non-Motion Performance From Equibase

RALPH STRANGIS STAKES

Seven And One Half Furlongs (1 Turf)

Track Record: Honor the Hero/122 lbs. 1:28 1/8 - 1:56"